
Granisil Cortes 570.5
Prostorná vanička dřezu, menší odkap. Dřez je určen do skříňky od 45 cm.

Hloubka vaničky 18 cm.

EAN: 8596220012715

108,00 €
90,00 € bez DPH

The brand Granisil represents a mark of high quality and luxurious design. Granisil sinks contain over
80% granite and quartz. Thanks to the presence of natural stone, it is a very durable material. Granisil is
completely  safe for  contact  with food.  Granisil  sinks are manufactured in  the EU.  Beautiful  simple
minimalist details of the Cortes 570.5 sink, which will perfectly fit into any interior and design.

Kitchen sink Cortes 570.5 is specific with its short and slightly slanted drainer, which facilitates water
drainage. The surface is intended for drying dishes. Perfectly rounded sink edges make overall sink care
and cleaning easier. Due to its dimensions, the sink is predestined for smaller kitchens.

It is possible to drill holes for the installation of a kitchen faucet or a recessed soap dispenser upon
request. The Cortes 570.5 sink features a hidden overflow  inside the sink bowl, as seen in the photo.
The overflow protects the sink from overflowing.

The package of the sink includes a space-saving siphon made by an Italian manufacturer. A siphon
that saves space in the cabinet under the sink. You can place, for example, a separate waste bin under
the sink. The included siphon can be connected to a dishwasher or washing machine. Easy installation of
the sink. The sink is designed for a cabinet of 45 cm.

Sinks of the Granisil brand are manufactured using innovative NANO Granite technology. The products
are highly resistant to high temperatures, impacts, thermal shocks, scratches, and stains. Granisil sinks
are made from the highest quality mixture of granite aggregate (80%) and resin (20%).

Key features of the kitchen sink GRANISIL CORTES 570.5

granite sink in black metallic color with a short overflow
Cortes 570.5 comes with an extended 10-year warranty.
The sink is designed for smaller kitchens in terms of its dimensions.



sufficiently deep 18cm sink basin
The sink is intended for top mounting.
suitable for a cabinet of 45 cm
made using innovative NANO Granite technology
from the highest quality mixture of granite aggregate and resin

How to keep the sink always like new?... Regular care is sufficient. Cleaning is not difficult at all, a damp
soft sponge for dishes and a little common dish soap will  do. Wash the sink with circular motions,
especially carefully around the faucet and drain. Then rinse with clean water and dry.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a drainer
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 45 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 2 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 38.5
The length of the bathtub: 32
Depth of the bathtub: 18
Minimum width of the cabinet: 45
Round sink: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 45
Sink length: 57
Sink depth: 20
Sink weight (kg): 10.3
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 58
Height of the packaging: 31
Depth of the packaging: 68
Weight including packaging (kg): 12



  

  

  

  

 


